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World Data Center ~ for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-~-R'S) collect. and 
exchange. report. of .ounding rocket launche., report. of .atellite and .pace 
probe launching., de.criptive inforllUltioll on .pacecraft expet1 .... nt.' .cient·· 
fic report. on re.ult. of experi .... nts that receive ~ limited distribution, 
data which .upport conclusion. but Which are not included in the pul, li.hed 
reports, and precise positional oh.ervation •• orbital ele .... nts. snd ephemer-
ide. that are of great scientific intere.t and value. Original (raw) or 
calibrated (reduced or analyzed) data are not norllUllly deposited in the 
subcenter for r o"kets and .atellites, calibrated data. however. are archived 
in the National Space Science Data Center and made availahle through the World 
Data Center ~ for Rockets and Satellite.. Data related to rocket and satel-
lite launchings ~re .ummari, ~ ) in the Launch SUmmary. This annual report 
replaceD the annual World Data Center A Rockets and satellites catalogue of 
Data. last publi~hed in 1915. 
This docu .... nt is in acr.ordance with international agree .... nts concerning 
international exchange of rocket and satellite data adopted by the Committee 
on Space Research (COSP~R) in Hay 1962 and published in COSPAR Information 
Bulletin. No.9. Part I. July 1962. The COSPAR GUide to Rocket and satellite 
Information and Data Exchange was incorporated in full by the Comite Inter-
national de Geophysique (CIG) into the overall Guide to Internatiol~l Data 
Exchange through the World Data Centers for the Period 1960-0nwards (published 
in November 1963). These agreements were modified to include recom .... ndations 
for improving the exchange of information and data. and a revised COSPAR GUide 
to Rocket and satellite Information and Data Exchange was adopted by COSP~R in 
May 1912 and published in COSPAR Transactions. No.8. Part I. December 1912. 
The current plans for continued international exchange of 80lar-
terrestrial data through the WDCs were set forth in the STP Wotes. No.6. and 
incorporated with slight modifications in the Fourth Consolidated Guide to 
International Data Exchange through the World Data Centres. published in June 
1919 by the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) panel on World 
Data Centers. 
NSSDC Facilities and Services 
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) provides facilities for 
reproduction of data and for onsite data u.e. Resident and visiting 
researchers are invited to study data while at the Data Center. The Data 
Center staff will assist users with additional data searches and with the use 
of equipment. ~vance notice of such a visit enables the staff to provide 
better services to the data user. In addition to rocket inforllUltion and 
.atellite data. the Data Center maintains so .... supporting inforllUltion and 
other data that may be related to re.earchers' needs. 
The .ervicee provided by NSSDC are availahle to any individuel or organi-
zation resident in the United States and to re.earchers outside the United 
States through WDC-~-R'S. Noraally a charge is -ade for the requested data to 
cover the co.t of reproduction and the processing of the request. The 
researcher will be notified of the charge. and payment mu.t be received prior 
to proce •• ing the request. However. as resources permit, the Director of 
1 
• ~ ' ~' -
NSSDC/IIllC-h-R,S ... y valve the C':IIIt"ge for MOdest amounts of data vl .. 'n tJ'ey are 
to be uaed for acientific atufoies or for specific educational purposes and 
vhen they are requested by an individual 3ffiliated vith (1) N~~ installa-
tiona, N~~ contractors, or N~S~ grantees, (2) other u.s. Government agencies, 
thelr contractors, or their grantees, (3) universities or colleges, (4) State 
or local governments, or (5) nonprofit organizations. 
The Data Center'a address for requests follows: 
National Space Science nata Center 
Code 601.4 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Telephone NO.1 (301) 344-6695 
Telex No.: 36975 
TWX No.: 7108289716 
Researchers vho reside outside the U.S. should direct requests to 
Organization 
World Data Center ~ for Rockets and Satellites 
Code 601 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
U.S .A. 
Telephone No.: (301) 344-6695 
Telex Nol 86975 
TWX NO.1 7108289716 
This publication is a summary of launchings identified by NSSDC/IIllC-~-R'S 
from launching reports received for the period J~nuary I, 1978, through 
December 31, 1982. Thus this report updates and supersedes the published 
launch summaries for 1978, 1979, 1980, and 1981. There are tva major sections 
to this edition. Sounding Rockets, and ~rtificial Earth Satellites and Space 
Probes. 
The Sounding Rockets section contains a summary list of sounding rocket 
launchings and a list of the experimenters associated vith the launchings and 
their addresses. There is also an index of launch sites and tvo tables giving 
the meanings and the codes used in the launch list for the Experiment Disci-
pline and Instrument categories. ~ sample rocket launching report form is 
also included. The ~rtificial Earth Satellites and Space Probes section 
includes a summary list of satellite and space probe launchings, and a sample 
satellite or space probe launching report form. (The satellite and space 
probe launch list, as vell as the sounding rocket launch list and the launch 
site index in the Sounding Rocket section, vere all generated from the NSSDC 
infor ... tion syste •• ) There are two appendixes to this document. ~ppendix 1 
is a description of the World Data Centers, including functions and 
responsibilities. ~ppendix 2 gives the addresses of the WDC-~ Cnordination 
Office and seven subcenters. 
NSSDC/IIllC-~-R'S welcomes coaments regarding errors in this report. 
Rec~ndations directed to the appropriate address in refer,ance to the over-
all contents and organization of this report would also be 'ppreciated. 
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The li.t of 80unding rocket launching. was generated u.ing the NSSDC 
Rocket File. This file i. compiled from report. of rocket launching., nation-
al report. to COSPAR, and .cientific publication.. The Rocket File i. used 
for .uch list. becau.e it facilitates ea.y sorting, selecting, updating, 
and report generation. 
The list is a .ummary of launchings identified between January 1 . 1975, 
and December 31, 1982, regardle •• of launch date. Information extracted from 
the file for this time-ordered printout is as follow.. date and time of 
launch (univer.al ti.e), the agency rocket identification, the .pon.oring 
country or countries, the launch .ite, experiment di.cipline., in.trument. 
u.ed for the exper.iment, the peak altitude achieved by the rocket, and 
experimenters or in.titution. involved in the lMunching. Spon80ring countries 
provide scientists (experi.enters), .upport per.onnel (.uch a. launch crew.), 
equipment (rocket vehicle., launch facilitie.), or funda for the launch. 
When the launch site i. aboard a ship, the coordinates of the ship 
location at time of launch are included, if known. Table 1 is a li.t rof the 
launch .it •• identified to date. When launch sites have changed names or are 
in clo.e proximity to one another, only one name is used. 
The scientific disciplines with which the experiment. are concerned are 
coded, as well as can be determined, from the information provided in the 
launch report. The disciplines are divided into 10 general categorie8, each 
of which may have up to 13 subcategories (See Table 2). 
When possible, the type cf instrumentation used on a particular rocket 
flight was selected from a standard coded li.t of in.trument.. In preparing 
this list, what waR measured by the instrument or .en80r function was 
emphasized, and the collimating, concentrating, .electing, comparing, and 
amplification characteri.tics were largely ignored. Table 3 show. the codes 
in use. Additional codes are available for in.trument. not covered in the 
list. NSSDC/WDC-A-R5S will assign these a. needed. 
Some rocket launches are not reported because the launching agencie. did 
not provide the nece.sary information to WDC-A-R5S. Because the value of this 
publication increa.es with the number of fliqhts reported, all agencie. with 
knowlsdge of rocket launches are encouraged to announce launchinga to 
WDC-A-R5S at the addre •• given on page 2 of this document, pref~rably by means 
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Table 2. Experiment Discipline Code. 
1 • Aurora and Airglow 
1A at.o.pheric radiation. 
1B auroral elll1ssion. 
1C alrglow elll1 •• ion. 
10 ~lr9low coapo.ition 
1X .ubdiscipline unknown 
2. Atao.pheric Phy.ic. 




2£ planetary radiation. 
2P' neutral den.ity 
2G neutral coapo.ition 
2K electromagnetic wave. 
21 acoustic. 
2J meteorological application. 
2K noctilucent clouds 
2L abeorption/.catter ing 
2X subdi.cipline unknown 
3. Iono.phere 
3A wave propagation 
3B currents and fields 
3C ion/electron den.ity 
30 ion coapo.i tion 
3£ ion/electron temperature 
3P' ion production/recoabination 
3G iono.pheric motion. 
3X subdiscipline unknown 
4. Energetic Particle. 
4,. galactic or solar co ... ic rays 
4B precipitating particles 
4C trapped radiation 
4X subdiscipline unknown 
S. Magnetic and Electric P'ields 
S,. electric fields 
SB magnetic field. 
SC other 
Sx subdiscipline unknown 
6 
6. Solar Physic. 
6A ::-adio () 1 aa) 
6B infrared (0.8-1000 .. icro .... ter. ) 
6C vieible (3000-8000 A) 
60 ultraviolet (2000-3000 A) 
6E extre .... UV (100-2000 A) 
6P' X rays (0.001-100 A) 
6G ga ..... ray • « 0.0001 A) 
6X • ubdiscipline unknown 
7. A.tronoay 
7A radio () 1 \lUll) 
7B infrared (0.8-1000 III1cro .... ters) 
7C vieible (3000-8000 A) 
70 ultraviolet (20 , )-3000 A) 
n extre .... tIV (100-2000 A) 
7P' X ray. (0.001-100 A) 
7G ga ....... ray. « 0.0001 A) 
7X subdiscipline unknown 
8. Planetology 
8,. III1cro .... teorite. 
8B zodiacal liqht or gegen.chein 
Be gravity 
80 terrain photograph. 
8X SUbdiscipline unknown 
9. Biology 
9X .ubdiscipline unknown 
10. Rocket/Satellite Test and Other 
OA perforNnce 
OB coamunication syste ... 
OC experi .. ent/te.t development 
01> engineering experi..ants 
DE other 
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-	 81/01/25 0720 ALF-049-036 CANADA FORT CHURCHILL IB 3G LD 504 <ELLO: .P.J.
LOYU KOE HLERrJ.A.
OR MCNAMARA.A.G.
VHALEN0.A.83/03126 1300 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP GT CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(05	 DON
	 180	 DOE)
81/01126 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NF 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/01/27 2000 M-3 r D U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS01/01/29 0500 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 09581101/28 1340 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 62 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS83/01/29 1400 M-100 INDIA
U.S.S.R.
THUMEA 21 ,NP 63 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
81/01/28 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHNAYA 21 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/01/28 2200 M-3OD U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS82/01123 0412 NASA 25.06OUE CANADA FORT CHURCHILL 4A MT 189 SHARP.V.E.
UNITED SLATES PX
•	 83/01/29 0700 5 -520-002 JAPAN KAGOSHIMA 3A 3B 3C 3E CRKE 323 AKAI.K.

















83/01130 1500 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS
El/03/30 2200 H-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 ,VP 86 CIN TRAIL 4E ROL OG SAL OE'81/02/02 1290 M-SOD U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SHIP) 21 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(02	 DON	 379	 DOE)
-81/02/02 3808 FLIGHT 290 CAVADA PRIMROSE LAKE 29 ODAC 65 KRUEGER.A.J.
7111-6405 UNITED STATES
81/D¢/03 1100 M-1DO U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SHIPI 2J NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(04	 DON	 190 DOE)
81/02103 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 90 CCHTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
-81/02/04 0110 A24.7S1-01 UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS 79 SVOG 387 MUROOCK.T.L.
B1/02/04 0700 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KREHKCLI	 (SHIP) 2J 'NP 54 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(53	 GGN	 35	 DOW)
81/02/04 3400 M-1DO U.S.S.R. MOLODEZANAPA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 09581/02/04 IAOD M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP IT CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OGG
(DI	 25N	 179	 DUE)
81102104 1600 M-100 U. S. S. R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP TH CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81:02/05 1126 A30.072 UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS 1B OKKO 130 BURT.9.A.
SYOI STEE.A.
YHEELER.N.B,
81/02/05 2000 M-300 U.S.S.R. NE155 ISLAND 21 NP 88
 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 05583/02/06 0700 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 53 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(53	 DON	 35	 DOW)
81/02/06 0845 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KP.ENKEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
153	 DON	 35	 DOW)
61/02/06 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 06S
-	
81/02/10 3300 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLG OGRAO 2J 1!P 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS83/02/10 1400 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. PRILIV	 (SHIP) 21 NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 3I!:
(55	 DOS	 150	 00-1
93/02/10 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 64 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DES
'	 81/02/11 1330 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/02/11 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP BT CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
UNITED STATES
81/02/11 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNFYA 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS.81/02/12 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS1	 81/02/13 0630 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 58 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
153	 004	 35	 DOW)^r
81/02/13 1700 M-100 U. S. S. R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 97 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/02/13 1715 NASA	 27.050CS UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS OF CRK£ 265 OAVIS.J.M.
G KSF
61102115 1330 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRS40V	 (SHIP) 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AE ROL O-.I CAL OHS
_ (05	 005	 165	 ODE)
81/02/17 1330 H-1DO U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
(00	 0014	 160	 DOE)
t,	 81/02117 1440 H-100 J.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV
	 (SHIP) 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
(DO	 DON	 160	 DOE,
i.	 81/02/17 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 72 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHSy	 81/02/ZB 0720 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKEL-	 (SHIP) 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS




81/02118 1330 M-100 U.S.S.R. 5HI HIMOV	 (SHIP) 21 NP 83 CEWIRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(02
	
DON	 160 DOE)
81/02/19 140D M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 81 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DES
U.S.S.R.
-1/02/10 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. HOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS





83/02/18 1900 H-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
IDENTIFIES LAUNCHINGS THAT = AILED TD RETURN USE°JL DATA.
lk




DISCIPLINES INSTRUMENTS (AMI 0R INSTITUTIONS
•----- ----------- ----------- ---- -----------------------
	 1






	 DOE) 21 VP 64 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OSS01/02120 1700 MNR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKEL.	 (SHIP)
153 BON
	 35 DOW) 21 NP 56 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS81/02121 1500 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV
	
(SHIP)(15	 BON	 160 DOE) 2J NP 80 :SNTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS81/02/22 1020 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLNA (SHIP) 2J NP 50 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
81/02/23 1500 M-100 U.S.S.R.
163	 DOS	 147	 DOE)
SHIRS40V (SNAP)(25	 DON	 160DOE) 2J NP 01 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ORS61/02/23 1500 NMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLNA	 (SHI PI 2J HP 62 CENTRAL A E ROLOGICAL OBS
81/02124 1340 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. (60	 DOS	 147	 DOE)VOLNA	 (SHIP)
158 00S	 147	 DOE) 2J NP 57 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ORS01/02/24 1350 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV
	
(SHIP) 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBSIn DON
	
160 DOE)81/02/24 2130 M-100 U.S.S. R. NOTES ISLAND 2J NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS81/02/25 12]0 MMR- p 6 D. S. S.R. PRILIV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 56 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS




THUMBA 2J NP 61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 005
81/02/25 1407 M-100 U.S. 5. R. MOLOOEZHNAYA 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGI:AL 08581/02/25 1500 M -100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS133	 DON	 160. ODE)81/02/25 1600 8-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP BB CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS51102/25 1700 M-200 U.S.S.R. VDLGOGRAD 2J NP 90 CENT;AL AERDLO513AL OSS81/02/26 1628 FLIGHT 291 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 2G DOAC fib KRUEGER.A.J.T 1-0033
81/02/26 2030 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEI55 ISLAND 2J NP 87 C= NTRCL AEROLOGICAL OBS01/02/26 2045 FLIGHT 292 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 2G DOAC 65 KRUEGER.A.J.T 1-0053
81/02/27 1600 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
.81/02/27 I827 NASA 30.007UU
T 1-9900
UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 2F AK 77 iDRVATi.J.J.
81/03/02 0040 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEI55 ISLAND 21 NP 64 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS61/03/02 0530 M -100 U.S.S.R. HET SS ISLAND 21 NP 63 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OSS81/03/D3 1740 M-100 U. S. S. R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP 77 :E.VTRAL 4EROLOGI CAL OSS
BIJ03/03 2030 M-100 U.S.S.R.
134	 DON
	 155 ODE)
NEISS ISLAND 21 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS01/03/04 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 21 NP 22 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBSU. S. S. R.
81103/04 1400 M -100 U. S.S. R. MOLODEZHNATA 21 NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOSB1/03/04 1640 N 100 U. S 	 .R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP 09 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(32	 DON	 155	 ODE)
61/03/04 1700 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 80 CENTRAL AEROL03I]AL OBS81/03/05 2000 M -100 U.S.S.R. HEI55 ISLAND 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL GEE81/03/06 2130 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ORS81/03/07 0809 A13.020 UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS IO 30 3E 93 LDLU 203 VARCI'SI.R.G.
OHUH ROSSI.R.J.
PXSK01/03/07 OB09 A13.030 UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS 1B 3C PXGG 156 HEROUX.L.J.
SNOT 4C4Ai DY.W.J.
01/03/07 0826 A13.031 UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS 16 3[ PAGE 169 A	 T.VHERN OU ASSELR.A•X.L.U.
OK MCHAHON.W.J.
81/03/07 OB38 A30.903 UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS ZA 2B 2C IF AF 107
-AU LS [V J.E.
PAULBRIGK.C.R.5A 8D OUESADA.A.F.
BC SMIOD7(M.
81/03/07 1600 M -100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J HPNP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(20	 DON
	 152 DOE)85/03/07 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP 77 CENTRAL AER04001CAL OBS(20 BON
	 152 ODE)81/03/10 2000 A-300 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS61/03/11 3400 H-100 INDIA THUMBA 21 NP BE CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHSU.S.S.R.81/03/11 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. ROL ODE INMATA 2J NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ORSB1/03/11. 1600 M-100 U. S. S. R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 83 CEN Ti AL AERGLO3I:41. DOS81/03/13 0210 M-100 U. S.S.R. METES ISLAND 21 NP B) CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL. DOS81/03/13 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 81 CENTRAL AERGLOGICAL OHS81/03/17 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. NOTES ISLAND 2J NP el CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS81:03/18 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 72 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOSU.S.S.R.01/03/18 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 92 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS81/03/18 1600 M-100 :6S.S.R. MGLODEZHMAY4 2J NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OES81/03/19 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 83
-CENTRAL 4CROLOGI. g i OBS81/03/19 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 76 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DEC81/03/20 0710 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS81/03/23 1500 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. P-TLIV
	
ISHIP)(33	 005	 90	 .9E) 2J NP 58 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS81/03/2 1, 0300 NASA 27.055UH UNITED STATES NHITE SANDS 7E CROH 261 GARMIREIG..P.
XG81/03/29 2020 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 90 CENTR 4L 4EROLOG][AL OBS81/03/2$ 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 05 [E NT3 AL AEROLOGICAL OBSU.S.S.R.01/03/25 1400 M-LOO U. S. S. R. MOL OOEZH NAY 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS83/03/25 1620 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOSB 1/03/26 1500 NMR-06 U.S.S..R. PRILIV	 (SNIP) 2J NP 35 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085(2	 DO121	 005	 90 ODE)








DATE AND TIME AGENCY ROCKET	 SPONSORING	 LAUNCHING
	 EXPERIMENT	 ALT. EXPERIMENTERS
OF LAUNCH (UT) IDENTIFICATION COUNTRIES
	
STYE
	 DISCIPLINES I4STRU4ENTS (MW OR-INSTITUTIONS
81/13/26 1600 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLNA (SHIP) 2J NP 50 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 005f98	 005	 100 DOE) J
61/03/26 2300 M -100 U. S. S. R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 72 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS8l/03/27 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AERGLOGICAL On61/03/28 0154 AAF.-48-037 CANADA FORT CHURCHILL 3C 4K SB LOLU 675 ANDERSON.H.R.UNITED STATES MT MCNAMARA.A.G,
PX WALLIS.D.O.
WNALEN.B.A.81/03/20 0154 AAF-59-55 CANADA FORT CHURCHILL 3C 4X 5B LOLU 327 KOEHLER.J.A,
MT MCNAM4P.A.A.G,
PX WALLIS.R.
YHALEN.B.A.81/03/28 1600 M -100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP B3 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 095(12 DON
	 135 ODE)
81/03/28 1720 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP 80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(12	 DON	 135	 ODE)
61103/28 1830 H -100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On112	 00H	 135 ODE)
81/03129 1630 M -100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV
	 (SHIP) 2J NP 61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085(12 DON
	 135 DOE)81/03129 1740 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIP S9 0V	 (SHIP) 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(12	 DON
	 334 DOE)
81/03/29 1650 H-100 U.S.S.R. SHIR$HOV (SHIP) 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
- (12	 DON
	 135	 DOE)01/03/30 1620 N-100 U.S.S.R. SHI9SHOV
	 (SHIP) 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(12	 DON
	 135 DOE)81/03/30 1730 M-ADD U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV
	 (SHIP) 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 005112 DON
	 135	 DOE)
81/03/30 1833 M-1D0 U.S.S.R. SHI55ROV (SHIP) 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL GOT(12 DON
	 135 DOE)
81103/31 2120 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS61/04/01 1400 M -100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 21 NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLDC.CAL OBS81/04/01 1410 M -100 INDIA THJMBA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
U.S.S.R.
8I/04/01 1440 N-100 U.S.S.I. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On81104/01 1600 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 61. CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS81/04/02 1500 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. PRILIV (SHIP) 21 NP 55 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(02
	 COS	 40	 ODE)
81/04/05 1600 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. PRILIV	 ISHIPI 21 NP 56 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL O05(02	 DDS	 90	 DOE)
81/04106 0820 M -100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 08561/04/06 1.040 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND N NP 88 CENTRAL A E ROLOGICAL OBS81/04/07 0710 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS81/04/07 2030 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On81/04108 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 70 CENTRAL AERDLOSTCAL CBS	 IU.S.S.R.
81/04/02 3430 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS81/04/08 1440 M -100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZ9NAYA 2J NP BG CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On81/04/08 1630 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DO$	 i81104/14 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 52 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS01/04/15 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL LABS
U.S.S.R.
81/04/15 1400 M-100 U	 5 R. MOLOOEZHNAYA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL 4ENDLOGICAL OBS	 Gpr81/04/15 1700 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 3OBS	 ,l(61/04/21 2000 M -100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP BO CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085	 i01/04/22 0130 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBF	 i
I
•81/0422 0300 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP -- CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 06381/04122 0400 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 58 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On	 '.	 )81/04/22 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 21 NP 97 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBSU.S.S.R.
81/04/22 1400 M-200 U.S.S.R. POLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 64 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS81/04/24 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 0888I/04/21 1300 NMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 71 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ORS81104127 1420 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 76 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL
I
On61/04/27 1655 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP T9 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS61/06:27 1730 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 77 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS
.81/04/27 2315 N ASA 24.030UG UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS 7E OK 263 DAVIDSEN.A.
UT
XG
61/04/28 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R.. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AERGLOGICAL OBS	 I81/04/23 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 24 NP B5 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS 1
01/04/29 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHNAYA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 09581/04/29 1930 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 03 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS81/05101 0750 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKELl	 (SHIP) 2J NP 50 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(53	 DON
	 35	 ODWI j
B1/05/02 1830 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 24 "P 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On	 1(00	 DON	 89	 DOTE) ''..
01/05/03 1100 H-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 65 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
U.S.S.R.
81/05104 0755 NASA 27.050UH UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS IF GY 257 DELVAILLE.J.
MT
81/05/04 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV (SHIP) 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS
100 DON	 80 ODE)
61/05/05 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL
)
OBS01/05/06 0000 NASA 27.060UL UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS 7E UTCZ 322. BARTH.C.A,
XG
B 1/05/06 0030 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKEL(
	 (SHIP) 2J NP 57 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On(53 DON	 35 DOW
-	 61/05/06 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBSU.S.S.R.
81/05/06 1400 M-1.00 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 21 NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
------------























81105AS 0700 NMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKEL'	 (SHIP) 2J NP 55 :-NTq AL A E ROU.031^Al_ OHS
153	 DON	 35	 DOW)
09 1835 M-100
U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
:1'/ 05 /12
(15	 DOS	 70	 ODE)
700 -10 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 21 NP S2 ZZN^TRAL A G ROLO51ZAL OHS
E31	 DOS	 70 ODE)
81/05/12 1820 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOS 
0 
LEV	 CSHIP^ 21 NP 76 CENTRAL AEROL091CAL OHS
(31	 DOS	 70	 ODE)
81/05/12 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 84 C E NTRAL AERDL031ZAL OHS
81/05/13 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 21 NP 85 CjNTP AL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
61/05/13 1400 P.-IDO U.S.S.R. MOL ODE ZA MYA zi NP 65 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 0 BE
r 81/05/13 1700 H-iOO U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 84 CENTRAL 'EROLO I IZAL OHS
aliO5114 1800 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(41	 DOS	 70	 DOE)
1/05/14 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(42	 DOS	 70	 ODE)
0800 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKE0 (SHIP
153
	
0 on	 35	 a 
O) W) 21 UP 57 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
61/05/15 1400 M-100 INDIA THJ41A 2J N P --- :ENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U. S. S. R.
1/05/15 1900 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SH TP 1 21 N P a 0 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
(47	 DOS	 TO	 DOE)
81/05/17 1500 4-100 U.S.S.R. KOROL-V	 (SHIP) 2J NP 92 CCHTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(48	 06S	 70	 00C)
81/05/17 1600 K-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV
	
(SHIP$ 2J RP 69 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
K48 DOS	 70 ODE)
81/05/18 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. OROL-V	 (SHI A ) 2J NP 76 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
144	 O^S	 70	 ODE)
1/05/19 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SH 1p ) 2d NP 79 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OSS
139	 DOS	 65	 DOE)
81/05/19 1800 M-100 U.S.S.R. KQROLEV (SHIP) Ed NF B 6 CENTRAL AEROLOCICAL OHS(38	 DOS	 65	 ODE)
81/05/19 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. NCISS ISLAND 21 UP 62 CCRTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/05/20 0800 MKR-06 U.SO.R. KRENKEL'	 (SHIP) Ed NP 55 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
153	 DON	 35	 DOW)
81/05/20 1400 M-1 0 0 U.S.S.R. HOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 76 CENTS AL AIRGLOSI^AL OHS





CIA THJ%BA 2J NP --- CENTRAL AEROLDSI:AL OHS
U.S.S.R.
81/05/20 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
BI/DS/20 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV f SH I P) 2 J N P 8 q CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/05/20 1800 M-100 U.S.S.R. I 






, I, NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLO qICAL OHS
433	 DOS	 65	 ODE)
BI/05/Zl 1800 M-100 U.S.S.R. KORDLI'V	 ISHI'l zi NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
127 005	 65	 ODE)
81/05/22 0245 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 2J NP 80 CENTRAL AcRaLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
AI/05/22 0800 HMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRINKELI	 (SHIP) 2J NP 58 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
di DON	 35 DOW)
81/05/22 1630 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 64 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
81105124 083a MMR-06 J.S.S.R. KRzNKEL'	 (SHIP) zi NP 56 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS






















81/05/27 0730 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKEL-	 (SHIP) aj NP 58 CENTRAL ACROLOGICAL OHS
C53	 DON	 35 COW)
81105/Z7 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2d NP 63 ZENTRAL AERGLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
91/05/Z7 140n M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHNAYA 2d NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
BliD5/27 1515 8-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 2J NP IS CENTRAL AERCHLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
81/05/27 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 86 :-NTRAL A = RDL031:AL 095
02/05/29 0840 MKR-QG U.S.S.R. KRCNKEL'	 (SHIP) 21 NP 57 CiNTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
'L 153	 DON	 35	 DOW)
81/05/Z9 1400 K-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOqICAL OHS
U. S. S . R.
01/06/02 2000 M-100 U. S S . R . HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 90 CCNTRAL AER040GICAL OHS
81/06/03 0730 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. V. SUGAYEV	 (SHIP) 2. NP 59 CENTRAL AEROLD61CAL OHS
453	 DON	 35	 DOW)
01/06/03 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHNAYA 2. NP 04 C ENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/06/D3 1500 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 2d NP IS CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
81/06/03 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGR40 2J NP GO CENTRAL PENOLOGICAL OHS
81/061D5 0700 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. V. OUGAYEV	 4SHIPI 2J NP 59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
<^S	 DON	 35	 DOW)
81/06/05 1400 K-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
...... 08 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. NOLODEZHNAYA 2J MP 65 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/06/aA 1500 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 2J NP 99 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
81/06/09 1500 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 21 NP 85 : -_NTRAL AERDL031:AL OHS
U.S.S.R.
31/06/09 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND zi NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/06/10 0100 H-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP E4 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
82/06/10 031E M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 93 C ENTRAL A = RQLOaIZAL OHS







	 LAUNCHING	 EXPERIMENT	 ALT.	 EXPERIMENTERSOF LAUNCH (UT)
	 IDENTIFICATION	 COUNTRIES	 SITE
	 DISCIPLINES	 INSTRUMENTS	 (KM)	 OR INSTITUTIONS
-------------
	 --------------	 --------------------
	 -------------------	 -----------	 -----------	 ----
	 -----------------------
B1/06110	 O7D0	 MMR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 V. BUGAYEV (SHIP)	 21	 NP	 57	 CENTRAL AEROLOGIC4L OAS(53	 DON	 35 DOW)81/06/10	 1400	 M-100	 INDIA	 THUMHA	 2,1
	 NP	 80	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OASU.S.S.R.
81/06/10	 1400	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 MOLODEZHNATA	 2J	 NP	 92	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS81/06/10	 1500
	
M-100	 FRANCE
	 KERGUELEN ISLAND 	 2J	 NP	 03	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DESU.S.S.R.
81106/10	 1530
	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 MOLODEZHNAPA	 21	 NP	 BB	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS61/06/11	 1500	 M-:100	 FRANCE	 KERGUELEN ISLAND 	 2,1	 NP	 85	 JENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OASU.S.S.R.
81/06/11	 1900	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 KOROLEV (SHIP)
	 21	 NP	 BT	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS(14	 DOS	 65 ODE)81/06/12
	 0700	 AMR-05	 U.S.S.R.	 V. BUGAYEV ISHIPI 	 2,1	 NP	 58	 CENTRAL AEROL051:AL OAS(53	 DUN	 35	 DON)81/06/12
	
1400	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 MAIL 
AD
	 2J	 NP	 90	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS81/06112	 1700	 M-100	 =RANGE	 KERGUELEN ISLAND 	 21	 NP	 04	 CEN7R4L AEROLOGICAL OAS
•	 U. S.5.P.
61/06/12	 1900	 N-100	 U.S.S.R.	 KOROLEV (SHIPI	 2J	 NP	 82	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS110	 DOS	 55	 DOE)01/08113	 1500
	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 KORDLEV	 (SHIP)	 21	 NP	 93	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS105 DOS
	 65 DOE)81106/14	 2000
	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 KINDLED (SHIP)	 21	 NP	 86	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS(00	 DON	 65	 ODE)81106/14	 2100
	 M-100	 U. S. S. R.	 BGROLEV ISM I- )	 21	 NP	 65	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS(00	 DON	 65	 GQE)81/06/15	 1400
	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 MOLOOEZHNAYA
	 2J	 NP	 04	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS61/06115	 2000	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.




2300	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 KOROLEV
	
(SHIP)	 21	 NP	 62	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS910	 DON	 65	 DOE)81/D6/17	 0700	 MMR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 V. BUGAYCV (SHIP) 	 2,1
	 NP	 54	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS(53	 DON
	 35	 DON)81106/17	 0712	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 21	 NP	 64	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS81/06/37	 0900	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 HEISS ISLAND
	 21	 NP	 01	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS01/06117	 1020	 M-1.00	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 2J	 NP	 94	 CENTRAL 4EROL0+ICAL OAS81/06117	 1300	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 HEISS ISLAND	 2,1	 NP	 83	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS51/06/17	 1400	 M-100	 INDIA	 THUMBA	 21	 NP	 79	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOSU.S.S.R.
81/06/17	 1400	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 MOLODEZHNAYA	 21	 NP	 81	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS81105117	 1500	 M-100	 FRANCE	 KERGUELEN ISLAND
	 21	 NP	 85	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OASU.S.S.R.
81/06/17	 2300	 M -100	 U.S.S.R.	 KOROLEV (SHIP) 	 21	 NP	 84	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS115
	 DON	 65	 ODE)61/06/19	 0700	 MMR-B6	 U.S.S.R.	 V. AUGAYEV (SHIP)	 2J	 NP	 57	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS
153 DON	 35 SON)
81/05/19	 0712	 M -100	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 2J	 NP	 65	 =NTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS
81/06/19
	




81/06/22	 0200	 M -100	 U.S.S.R.	 HOLODEZHNAYA	 2,1	 NP	 90	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS61/06/22	 0200	 MMR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 2J	 NP	 80	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS81/06122	 0400	 MMR-OS	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 21	 NP-.	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS61106/22	 0500	 MMR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 24
	 NP	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS01/06/22	 0600	 MMR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 2J	 NP	 53	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL
	 S
53
81/06/22	 1000	 HR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD
	 2J	 NP	 73	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS61/06123	 0500	 HKR-06	 U .S.S.R.
	 VOLGOGRAD	 2J	 NP	 -	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS81/6/2]	 0600	 MMR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 2J	 NP	 72	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS81/006/23	 0700
	 MMR-6 	U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 2J	 NP	 90	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS81/06/23	 0800	 MMR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 21	 NP	 46	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
01 106/23	 0840	 M-100	 .S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 DJ	 NP	 82	 C E NTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBSU.S.S.R.01/06/23	 1400	 M-100	 	
VOL60G ISLAND	
2J	 NP	 80	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 08551/06/23	 2000	 M-100	 U.S.S.R.	 HEISS	 AN 	 2J	 NP	 09	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 08551106/23	 2300	 4-100	 U.S.S.R.
	 KOROLEV(SHIP)DON3 21	 NP	 79	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS
DONf00	 ]O ODE)81/06/29	 0600	 MMR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 V. BUGAT EV (SHIP)N 	21	 NP	 57	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085D
153	 IAN
	
35	 DON)81/06/24	 1400	 .M -100	 INDIA	 iNUM 84	 21	 NP	 84	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 055U.S.S.R.
01/06/24	 1400	 H-100	 U.S.S.R.	 GUENAIS	 2J	 NP	 06	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
KERGUELEN61/06/24	 1500	 N -100	 FRANCE	  W UEN ISLAND	 2J	 NP	 57	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL
   DOSU.S.S.R.
81/06/29	 2030	 N -100	 U.S.S.R.  
 KOROLEV (SHIP)	 2J	 NP	 B ♦ 	 CENTRAL PENOLOGICAL DAS(GO
	 D ON
	 85 ODE)
1/06/25	 3400	 M -100	 U.S.S.R..	 MOLOOEZH NAPA	 2J	 NP	 89	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS81/06/25
	
2000	 M -100	 U.S.S.R.	 KOROLEV	 (SHIP)	 QJ	 NP	 89	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS(OD	 00N	 90	 OD C)	 S01/06/25	 2100	 N -100	 U.S.S.R.	 (00 
DON	
(SHIP)	 2J	 NP	 65	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS(-00	
	






0700	 MNR-06	 U.S.S.R.	 V. BDONT EV (SHIP) 	 20	 NP	 57	 CEN TF AI. ]gROLOGICAL 055
153	 DON	 35	 oou>
01/06/29	 1400	 M -100	 U.S.S.R.	 MOLDDEISL 
CAN0
A ND	 21	 NP	 BB	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS1/06/30	 2005	 M -100	 INDIAU.S.S.R.	 HEISS i5	 2J	 NP	 91	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS6	 INDIABI/07/01 1400 M-100 	 TNU MA4	 2J	 NP	 64 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 055U.S.S.R.
51/07/01	 3700	 H -104	 FRANCE	 KERGUELEN ISLAND 	 2J	 NP	 05	 C E NTRAL4  AEROLOSL'4L 095U.S.S.R.
A
81/07/02	 0200	 M -100	 U S S R	 XO	 ATA
-	 81107/02	 1700	 M -100	 U.S.S.R.	 VOLGOGRAD	 2J	 NP	 AS	 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
LOOEZHN
	
2J	 NP	 75 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS21/07/03 1400 H-100	 U.S.S.R.	 MOLDOEZHNAYA	 21	 NP	 85 C E NTRAL AEROL031ZAL OAS





DATE AND TIME AGENCY ROCKET SPONSORING LAUNCHING EXPERIMENT ALT. EXPERIMENTERS 'I
'	 OF LAUNCH (UT) IDENTIFICATION COUNTRIES SITE DISCIPLINES INSTRUMENTS IMMI 00. INSTITUTIONS
"
1
81/0 7/06 3400 X-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODE	 A 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/07/08 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. ISLANDHEISS 
ND
2J NP 81 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/07/08 0200 M-100 U.S.S. R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP TT CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS 
81/07/08 1400 M•100 IND IA THUMBA 21 NP 04 p NTRAL AEROLOGICAL 095
U.S.S.R.
31/07/06 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. UENA 2J NP 65 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 005
01/07/08 1500 M-I00 NC E
KERG
NE0.G
	 ISLAND 2J NP B1 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS S.
:If	 81/07/10 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHNAYA 2J NP 43 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/07/13 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOL D OEZHNAYA 21 NP 63 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
-	 81107/14 2100 M-100 U. S. S. R. NEISS ISLAND 2J NP 92 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
01/07/15 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 82 CENT44L 4SROLO51-4L 095
U.S.S.R.
81/07/15 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOL ODEZH NA YA 21 NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/07/15 1500 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
i
U.S.S.R.
01/07/15 1700 X-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 81 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
01/07/17 1400 M-100 U. S. S. R. MOLODEZNNAYA 21 NP 79 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
01/07/20 1500 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
81/07/21 1500 X-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 21 NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
U.S.S.R.
01/07/21 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. NEISS ISLAND 2J NP 9O CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/07/21 2030 M-100 U. S. S. R. VOLGOGRAD 2J VP 90 =EV734L AEROLOSICAL 03S
81/07/22 1400 M-100 INDIA 4AIMBA 2J NP 06 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
-	 81/07/22 1500 M-100 FRANCE RE RG UE LEN ISLA NO 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U. S. S. R.
81/07/22 1530 M-100 U. S.S.A. KOLODEZHNAY4 2J NP 63 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/07/23 1700 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 21 NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
81107124 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODLZNNAYA 21 NP 78 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/07/24 1600 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
U.S.S.R.
02/07/26 1400 X-100 U.S.S.R. 40L ME ZH NA YA 2J NF 69 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS p,
_	 81/07/28 2000 M-100 U.5 S. R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 80 ENT34L AEROLOGICAL OHS
.
81/D 7f28 2030 X-100 U.S S. R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
8V 07/26 2200 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 67 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DES
81/07/26 2330 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2,1 VP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS^i
	81107/29 1400 M-3OD FRANCE KERGUELEN ISLAND 2,1 NP 91 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ORS
U.S S.R.
83/07/29 1400 M-IOO IN0I4 THUMBA 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
F U.S.S.R.
81/07/29 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. OLOEZHNAYA 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
G :	 81/07/30 2050 M-100 U . S.S.R. 
V
VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS i
_	 81/07/31 1050 424.681-02 UNITED iC p ST4 iE5 WHITE SANDS TO 0B SNOG 392 HUP DOOM T.L.
rl
j
61/07131 1100 M-100 U.S.S.R. XOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 73 CENTRAL A-ROLOGCAL OHS 1
82/08/03 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHNAYA 2J NP H2 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
L	 81/08/04 0720 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
p.	 83/00/04 1900 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOL60SRAD 21 NP 81 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
01/08/04 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. NEISS ISLAND 21 NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
61/00/04 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL. OHS
81/08/04 2200 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 62 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
•.	
B1/D8/05 1400 M-1 00 INDIA THJMBA 21 NP 65 -ENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS _.	 ]
U.S.S.R. "{
E. 	 81108/05 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZNNAYA 2J NP 61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS 1
81/08/07 1400 H-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 21 NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
01/08/09 0206 NASA 1$.211UE UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 5A SO 75 HALE.L.C.
T 1-0211 LDi2 MITCHELL.J.D. f
61/OB/11 0208 NASA 15.212UE UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 5A BO BZ HALE.bC,
T 1-0212 LITZ NITC -LLW.3.
61 /00 /11. 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. NEISS ISLAND 2J NP 99 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS -
B1/DB/11 2040 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 003
81/08/12 1400 M-100 I'.ND IA THUMBA 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
BI/08/12 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. HOLOOEZHNAYA 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS U
01/08/18 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
81/08/10 2030 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 82 CENTRAL AERDLOGICAL 0 U
81/08/19 1400 M-100 IND I4 THUMBA QJ NP 62 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
61/08/19 1400 X-I00 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHNATA 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS T
81/08/24 1200 S -310-010 JAPAN KAGOSHI:MA OE 19 1C SWOT 107 MIYASHI:TA.A. 1
5-156 BRIJ NACAMURA.H. 1
NAKAMURA.Y.
TAKECHL.A.
B1f06/25 2000 H-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 93 ]ENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS -
H1/D8/25 2030 M-100 U. S. S. R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 82 CEN T.3 AL AEROLOGICAL OHS ^.
81/08/26 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U. S. S. R.
e"	 81106126 1400 M-100 U. S.S.R. MOLOCE29NAYA 2,1 NP 62 CENTRAL AENOL09I3AL OHS t
81/09/02 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
81/09/02 1430 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOL OOEZH NAY 'A 21 NP 66 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS {
61/09/02 1600 M-100 U. S.S.R. HOLODEZHNATA 2J NP 79 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 055
01/09/03 0900 M-100 U. S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
01/09/03 1330 M-100 U. S. S. R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL Des
81/09/04 0900 XHR-06 U. S. S. R. MUSSON LSHIP] 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
(53	 DOS	 35 DOW)
-IDENTIFIED LAUNCHINGS THAT FAILED TO RETURN USEFUL DATA.
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PEAKDATE AND TIME AGENCY ROCKET
	 SPONSORING	 LAUNCHING
	 EXPERIMENT	 ALT. EXPERIMENTERSOF LAUNCH (UT) IDENTIFICATION COUNTRIES
	 SITE	 DISCIPLINES INSTRUMENTS (KM) BR INSTITUTIONS
i
81/09/05 0100 S -520-004	 JAPAN
	 KAGOSHIMA	 1A 2F 3C 30
	
















CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS61/09/0 9 0900 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON (SHIP) 21 NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(53	 DON
	 35	 DOW)61/09/09 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 73 CEN UAL AEROLOGICAL CBSU.S.S.R.81/09/09 1400 M -100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHILAYA 2J NP 07 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/09/09 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/09/11 0740 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON	 (SHIP) 20 NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(53	 DON	 35	 004)
81/09/13 1605 FLIGHT 293 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 21. OOAC 65 REEO.E.1.
T 1 -661]
81109/15 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 43 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS61/09/15 2130 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/09/16 0900 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSO4	 (SHIP) 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(53	 DON	 35	 OOWI
BI/^9/16 1400 M -100 U.S.S.R. MOLDOEZHNAYA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/09/13 1900 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 8S CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS8110901.5 2000 M-100 U.3.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AE POLO -+ ICAL OHS81/09/17 1400 M -100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHSU.S.S.R.
82/09/22 1420 M -100 14DIA THUMBA 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHSU.S.B.R.
81/09/22 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 64 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/09/23 1740 M -1'00 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHNATA 2J NP 80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS01109/23 1730 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS81/09/24 1350 NASA 30.013UE UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 2A 2H SA 00 71 GOLOBERG.R.A.
7 L-0032 LDIZ HALE.L.C.
UT MITCHELL,J.D.01/09/25 0800 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON	 (SHIP) 2J NP 61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(5]	 DON	 35	 DOW)
81/09/29 2000 M-160 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/09/30 0800 MMR-06 U. S. S. R. MUSSON (SHIP) 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(53 DON	 35 DOW)
61/09/30 1400 M-100 INDIA THUME_A 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHSU.S.S.R.
81/09/30 1400 M -100 U.S.S.R. MOIL DOE ZHMYA 21 NP 81 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/09/30 1700 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 00581/10/02 0600 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON (SHIP? 24 NP 57 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 06S
153	 DON	 35	 DOW)
01/30 1 05 1610 FLIGHT 294 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 2L 0OAC fit REED. E. 1.
T 1 -6615
81/10/06 1700 M-1.00 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/1.0/06 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP H8 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS61/10/07 0000 MMR-06 'J.S.S.R. MUSSON (SHIP) 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(53	 DON	 35	 DOW)
81/10/07 140E M -1.00 INDIA THUMBA 24 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHSU.S.S.R.
81/10/07 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLO CEZHNAVA 2J NP 04 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS61/10/09 1530 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/10/13 2015 M-100 P. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
H1/10/11 1400 M-lO p INIA014DIA TNUMH4 2J NP BS CENTRAL 4[ROL OGICAL OBSU. S. S. R.
83/10/14 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHHATA 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS81/10/14 1540 M-100 U.S.S.R. 2J NP
AS




2J NP 91 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS1/10/I5 0050 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD
D
2J NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
61/10/20 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS	 ANDISLAN 2J NP HB CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
1/10/20 2330 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP H9 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS61/10120 2330 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP BB CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/10/21 0030 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
81/1 O/21. 0700 NNfl-06 U.S.S.R.
USAYE
V. BUGAY EV 2J NP ST CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHSDO(53	 DON	 33	 VI00W)
81/10/21. 1400 M-100 TMU MH4 2J NP 89 CENTRAL IEROLOG SAL OHSU.S.S.R.. .
61/10/21 1950 N-1.00 U.S.S.R. XOLO pEZH NAPA 21 NP 08 FENT0.4L AEROLOGICAL OHS
.IDENTIFIES LAUNCHINGS THAT FAILED TO RETURN USEFUL DATA.
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81/11/10 2050 M-100 U. S. S. R. HEISS ISLAND	 2J
81/11/10 2330 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD	 2J
BS/11111 0740 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. V. BUGATEV	 (SHIP)	 2J
153	 DON	 35 DOW)
81/11/11 0920 M-100 140IA THUMBA	 2J
U.S.S.R.
81/1:1/11 1400 x-100 INDIA THUMBA	 2J
U.S.S.R.
B3/13/31 3400 M-100 U.S.S.R.
01/11 /I1 2135 N-100 NDIA
U.S.S.R.
B1/11/12 0930 11-100 I NDIA
U.S.S.R.
81/11/12 1829 FLIGHT 295 UNITED STATES
T 1-6615
tll/1:1/16 1540 N-100 INDIA
U.S.S.R.
01/11/lt 2130 M-100 U.S.S.R.
BI/11./lT 230D M-100 U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.






































as3 BON	 3s o0u1
THUMBA




BS/il/iB 1400 N-100 	 U.S.S.R.
B3/11/2] ]000 N-100 	 U.S.S.R.
01/11/23 1900 N-100
81/11/24 2000 M-100 	 U.S.S.R.
81/11/25 0700 XMR-06 	 U.S.S.R.
01/11/25 1400 X-100	 U.S.S.R.
03/1]/25 1540 M-100 	 I NDIA
01/11./30 1400 N-100	 INDIA
81/12/01 2000 M-100 	 U.S.S.R.
81/12/02 0620 M-100 	 U.S.S.R.
01/12/02 1400 M-100 	 U.S.S.R.
81/12 /03 z000 x-lD p	U.S.S.R.
81/12/04 0500 X-100 	 U.S.S.R.
B1/12/Ofi Z]le- A4F-4B-036
MET 99 I SLF ND
V. BUGATEV (SHIP)




HEI 55 19N N9
VOLGOGRAD




OATS AND TIME	 AGENCY ROCKET	 SPONSORINS	 LAUNCHING	 EXPERIMEYT	 ALT. EXPERIKEVTERS
OF LAUNCH (UT) IDENTIFICATION COUNTRIES	 SITE	 DISCIPLINES INSTRUMENTS (KMI OR INSTITUTIONS
61/10/25 1901 FERDI44ND-051	 AUSTRIA	 AN30YA	 OA 19 3A 33
POLAR 6	 NORWAY	 3C 3E 90 4X
UNITEO STATES	 SA
61/10/26 2130 AID. 901-02 UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS 3C 3D
8I/10/2T 2000 Ih 100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J
61/10/27 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J
B1/10/27 2130 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21
81/30/27 2300 N-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J
B1/10/28 0000 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. V.	 BUGAYEV (SHIP) ZJ
(53 OON
	 35 OOWI
BS/10/28 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 21
U.S.S.R.
81/10/29 1420 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOL WE ZH NO YA 2J
81/11/02 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J
U.S.S.R.
81/11103 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J
81/11/04 0010 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21
81/11/04 1400 x-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J
U.S.S.R.
81/11/04 1400 M-1GO U.S.S.R. MOL ODE 2X NAY 21
81/11/04 2000 4-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J
S1/11/05 03DO M-100 U.S.S.R. HDLODEZHNAYA 2J




81/11/07 1204 A30.175 UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS 18
81/12/00 2000 M-100 U. S. S. P. HEISS ISLAND	 2J
81/12/09 1100 X-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD	 IJ
81/12/09 1900 H-100 INDIA THU HBA	 2J
U.S.S .R.
81/12/03 1400 N-100 U.S.S.R. M40Dr 24w Yd	 2J
81/12/09 1600 N-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZN NAPA	 20
81/12/10 2000 N-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND	 2J
81/12/11 1440 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD	 2J











96 VA0.CI 5Ir R. 5.
91 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL pB5
89 CENTRAL AE0.0L OG I]AL 095
BB CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 095
TS CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 009
61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL Ofi9
65 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
03 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 095
Bt CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL O85
85 ]ENTRAL A5ROL05]_AL DOS
92 ECNTft AL AEROLOGICAL OHS
92 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
93 CENTRAL 4EROLO3 1:_dL 095
61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
139 3U0. Tr D. A.
STEEOr A.
YNEEL ER rN.B.
99 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
93 CSN TR DL AE0.0L071Z4L. OHS
56 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
92 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
62 ]ENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DES
82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
69 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
-- REE Dr E. P.
B3 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
06 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
62 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
BS CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
03 CEIITR AL AEROLOGICAL OHS
85 CENTRAL AEROLO G I CAL 085
83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
95 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
61 CENTRAL dEROLOGIL4 L. 095
BT CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ORS
BS CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
84 CEN IRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
65 CENTRAL AEP DLOGI CAL 009
99 LEN T94L AEPOL Oi1JeL 095
B1 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
62 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
05 C
E






N Hd LEN rB.A.
95 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
89 CE4 T3 AL AEROLOGS4t 03S
BB CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
79 CENTRAL AEROL M tCAL 095
66 CENTRAL 4cR0E'u9S4 09S
59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS


















































































OA TL AND TIM - AGENCY ROCKET SPONSORIN-+ LAUNCHING
OF LAUNCH (UTI
--------------












90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 005
90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ON
79 CENTRAL AEROLO-JICAL DOS
06 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
92 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
09 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 0 U
84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ON
08 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
99 CENTRAL AEROLDGICAL ON
BT CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ON
CENTRAL AEROLOSICAL 085
84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ON
06 CEN IRAL AEROLOGICAL 005
61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ON
06 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS
BY CENTRAL AERDLOGI--AL OBS
58 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ON
80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 005
81 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
75 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ON
59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
08 CEN MAL AEROLOGICAL ON
59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ON
02 CENTRAL AEROLOGTCAL ON
86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICALOBS
86 CENTRAL 4EROLOGICAI OBS
90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 0 I
59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ON
02/01/15 0920 K -09M-073	 JAPAN
5-159
82/01/16 3119 TM1-0224 UNITED STATES
02/01/16 1144 TMI-0225 UNITED STATES
B2 /01 /17 1140 TMI:-0226 UNITED STATES
62101/18 1127 TMI-.0227 UNITED STATES
82/01/19 1900 M-100 U.S.S.R.
82101/19 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R.
82/01/20 0030 NASA 31.0106E UNITED STATES
82/01/20 0127 TMI-0228 UNITED STATES
82/01/20 0140 M-100 U.S.S.R.
82101/20 0530 TMI-0229 UNITED STATES
62/01/20 G700 M-100 U.S.S.R.
82/01/20 1400 M-100 INDIA
U.S.S.R.
82/01./20 1420 M -100 U.S.S.R.
82/01/20 1609 FLIGHT 296 UNITED STATES
T 1 -0066
82101/21 0131 NASA 29.018UE CANADA
THZ-0135 .UNITED STATES
82/01/21 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R.
B2101/22 0780 MMR-06 U.S.S.R.
82/01/23 0800 AZ4.7S2-02	 JVITED STATES















87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS


















	 ALT. -WERI ME  TEE AS
DISCIPLINES INSTRUMENTS (AM) OR INSTITUTIONS
0.1/12/15 2000 8-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND	 2J
111/12/16 0150 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD	 2,1
81/12/16 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. HOLODEZHNAYA	 2J
81112/17 2000 N-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND
	 2J
B1112/16 1920 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD	 2J
81/12/22 2000 M-IOG U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND
	 2J
81/12/23 1400 N-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA	 21
111/12/23 2020 M-100 U.S.S R. VOLGOGRAD	 2J
81/12/24 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND	 2J
61/12/25 1900 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD
	 2J
81/12/29 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. MEISS ISLAND
	 2J
81/12/30 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MGLODUHNAYA	 2J
EI/12/31 0400 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD
	 2J
82/01/01 0800 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON (SHIP) 	 2J
153	 DUN	 35 DOW)
82/01/01 2005 M -100 U.S.S.R. MEISS ISLAND
	 2J
62/01/04 1120 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD	 2J82/01/05 2005 M -100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND	 21
82/01/06 0345 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD	 2J
82/01105 0730 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON (SNIP)
	 2J
(53	 DON	 35	 DOW)
112/01106 1420 N -100 U.S.S	 R. MOLOOCZHNAYA	 21
82/01/06 1440 M ^100 INDIA THUMBA	 2J
U.S.S.R.
112/01/07 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND
	 2J
82/01/09 0800 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON	 (SNIP)	 2J
(53 OON	 35 DOW)
82/01112 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND
	 2J
82/01/13 0700 M4R-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON (SHIP)	 2J
153	 DON	 35 DOW)
82/01/13 1420 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA	 2J
62/01/14 0000 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD	 2J
82/01/14 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA	 2J
U.S.S.R.
02/01/14 2005 H -100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND	 2,1
82/01/15 0800 AM R-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON (SNIP)	 2d
(53	 DON	 35	 DOW)



































































































































'.. 02/01/23 1213 NASA 31.0196E UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS 3C 51 GI 101 HALE.L.C.
". LOLU MAYNARB.N.C.
02/01123 1340 TM1-0231 UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS 2C 2J CK 68 SCHMIOLIN.F.J.
NP
APCA
92/01/24 1305 TM1-0232 UNITED STATES FAIRBANKS 2C 2J CA 59 SCHMIDLIN9F.J.
NP
KPCA
82101/24 1432 TM1-0233 U41TED STATES FAIRBANKS 2C 2J CK 65 SCHNI3LI49-.J.
NP
KPCA
82/01/25 1600 FLIGHT Z97 BRAZIL NATAL 2L OOAC AT REED.E.I.
TRI -6607 UNITED STATES
02/01/25 1640 FLIGHT 298 BRAZIL NATAL 2L OOAC 65 REED, E. I.
TN1-6609 UNITED STATES
,. 82/01/25 1355 TN1-0145 BRAZIL NATAL 2J OOZU 69 HILSENRATH.E.
UNITED STATES
82/01/25 1030 FLIGHT 299 BRAZIL NATAL 2L OOAC 62 REED. E. I.
TN1-6608 UNITED STATES
- 82/01/25 1913 TN0.-0146 BRAZIL NATAL ZJ COW 68 HILSENRATH.E.
UNITED STATES
82/01/26 2008 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
82/01/27 ROOD MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON (SHIP) 2J NP 57 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(53 BON
	 35 DOW)
82/01/27 1200 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 59 CENTR A L 4EROL03ICAL OHS
82/01/17 1400 M-100 INDIA TNUMBA 2J NP BS CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
82/01/27 1420 M -100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 21 NP 56 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
82/01127 1530 M -100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 64 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
82/01/20 2005 M -100 U.S.S.R. HEISG ISLAND 2J NP 70 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS82/01/29 0330 M -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
_
82/01/29 0700 "MR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON (SHIP) 2J NP 50 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
153 CON	 35 DON)
82/01/31 1416 TN1-0137 BRAZIL NATAL 2J ODZU 71 HILSENRATH9E.
UNITED STATES
- 92/01/31 1446 TN1-0138 BRAZIL NATAL 2J OOZU 75 9ILSEVRATM.Z.
%. UNITED STATESS 02/01/31 1523 FLIGHT 300 BRAZIL NATAL 2L OOAC 65 RCED.E.I.
TN1-0248 UNITED STATES
- 82/02/02 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 92 0ENT3AL AEROLOGICAL 095
- 82/02/03 0325 M -1DO U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ORS
82/02/03 1400 M -100 INDIA TNUMBA 20 NP 63 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
82/02/03 1420 M -100 U.S.S.R. HOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 06 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
32/02/04 2005 M -100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
82/02/08 1200 M-100 U. S. S. P. KOROLEV (SHIP) 21 NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(02	 BON	 160	 DOE)
82/02/09 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
82/02/10 1200 M -100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 79 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(02
	
005	 163	 DOE)
82/02/10 1330 M-100 U.S.S.R.
VV LOCH
2J NP 83 CENINAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
.. 82/02/10 1400 M-1DO INDIA TNUMBA 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
62/02/10 1420 M -100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOE2MNATA 2J NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
82/02/10 1500 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGIC AL OHS
- 62/02/11 2005 M -100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 24 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
82/02/12 0730 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. PASSAT	 (SHIP) 24 NP 61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(S3	 BON
	 35 DOW)
82/02/13 0200 K -09M-072 JAPAN KAGOSHIMA OC 3A 3C 3E LOHO 328 AOYAMA.I.
















82/02/14 0750 S -520-003 JAPAN KAGOSHIMA OC 7D 7E JE 266 KODAIRA.K.





NP TIN A( A9 Y.
TSUJ MURA9T.
TAMASHITA9K.
82/02/15 1700 FLIGHT 301 0411-0 S < VtCLC0 ME0 p R0 NARAMBI 26 OOAC 70 REED.E.t.
721-0057 VITED STATES
 TES
82/02/13 1915 FLIGHT 302 ARGENTINA VIC[COMEpORO NAR 1X81 26 DOA[ 69 REED 6I.
721-0058 UNITED STATES
82/02/16 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL S




.IDENTIFIES LAUNCHINGS THAT FAILED TO RETURN USEFUL DATA.
62
PEAK






















82/02/17 0700 NMR-06 U.S.S.R. PASSAT (SHIP) 2J NP 62 DER )PAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
.62/02/11 1400 M-100 14DIA
153	 DON	 35 DOW)
THUMBA 21 MR 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
U.S.S.R.
82/02/27 1420 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZXNAYA 2J NP BY CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
.82/02/17 1838 FLIGHT 303 ARGENTINA VICEOOMEDORO MARAMB1 .. --- REED.E.1.j T21-ODS9 UNITED STATES
82/02/17 1907 FLIGHT 304 ARGENTINA VICECOMEDOHO MGRAMBI 2G OGAC 70 REED.6I.
TZ1-0060 UNITED STATES
k	 82/02/IB 1200 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV
	













idMASHITA.K.62102/19 0635 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 91 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS82/02/19 0900 MMR-06 U. S. S. R. PASSAT (SHIP) 2J NP 62 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
153
	 DON	 35 OOYI
62/02/19 0945 M-10D U.S.S.R. HEIRS ISLAND 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS82/02/19 1200 M-300 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP)
130	 46S	 163 DOE,
2J NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
82/62/21 0700 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. PASSAT (SHIP) 21 NP 58 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS(53 SON
	 35	 DOW)
82/02/23 1653 FLIGHT 305 ARGENTINA VICECOMECOHD MARAMBI 2G OOAC TO REEDr E.I.
T21-0061 UNITED STATES
82/02/22 0700 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. PASSAT ISHIPI 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On(53	 OON	 35 DOW)

























153	 DUN	 35	 DOW)
62/02/24 1420 M-100 U.S.S.R. FDLODEZHNAYA 21 NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
82/02/24 1500 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ORS
F	 62/02/24 1900 1 I-01DE
U	 S.R.




82/02125 1900 T 1-0107 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 04 2C 2J CX 74 SCHMDLIV.F.J.
NP
XPCA
82/02/25 2005 N-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
'	 62/02/26 0100 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. P ASSAT	 (SHIP) 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS(553	 CON
	 35	 DAY)
82/02/26 1651 FLIGHT 306 ARGENTINA VIC ECONCODHO MIR AMBI 2G OOAC 75 REED. E.I.
T21-0062 UNITED STATES




82/02/27 1900 T 1-0109 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CA 60 SCH NIDLIN rF.J.
NP
XPCA
82/02126 0850 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. PASSAT
	
(SHIP) 2J NP 62 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
153 DON
	 35 OOW
82/02/28 1946 T 1-0112 UVtTEO STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2,1 CX 19 SCHMIpLIYrF.J,
NP
NPCA
62/03/03 2000 T 1-0113 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CX 80 SDN MIpLINrF.J.
NP
XP E402/03/02 3955 T b0116 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 0A 2C 2J OX 81 SCXMIDLINrF. J.MR
I PCA
^.^ 82/03/02 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 91 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 08582/03/03 1420 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS82/03/03 1500 N-100 INDIA THUMBA 21 NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
U.S.S.R.
t	 82/03/03 1900 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS82/03/03 1-0117 UNITED STATES WALLOPS
	 ISLAND OA 2C 2J CX 80 SCHMIDLIR,F.J.19 ::
NP
XPCA
62/03/04 1500 H-100 U.S.S.R. ROROLEV (SHIP) 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
145	 DOS11.0	 DOE)
82103/04 1900 T 1-0118 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2,1 CX 79 SCMMIOLIN.F.J,
NP
XPCA
82/03/04 2005 M-100 U .S.S. R. HEISS ISLA ND 2J NP 91 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
86/03 /O'a 1903 T 3-0119 UNITEDD STATES WALLOPS ISLAND4 0 DA 2E 20 CX 81 SCMXtDLINrF.J.
NP
POP
82/03/06 1902 i 1-0120 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 04 2C 2J C% 60 SGHMIOL[Nr F.J.
NP
XPCA







TIME AGENCY ROCKET SPONSORING LAUNCHING EXPERIMENT ALT. EXPERIMENTERS












02/01/01 1530 X-100 U.S.S.R. KOR OLEV <SH IF) 2J NP 74 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U5 005	 110	 DOE)
82103107 1901 T 1-0121 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CX 59 SCXMIOLIVr=.J.
NP
X PEA
82/03/09 1908 T 1-0122 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CX 81 SCHMIDLIN.F.J.
NP
XPCA
82/03/09 1900 T 1-0123 UNITED STATES WALLOPS
	 ISLAND OA 2C 2J CX 78 SCHMIDLIN.F.J,
NF
KPCA
82/03/09 2005 X-1DO U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 91 CENTRAL A EROLOGICAL 0 U
82103/10 0200 M-10 0 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP H5 CENTRAL A EROLOGICAL 085
82/03/10 1400 M-100 INDIA THIIMBA 21 NP 07 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R. -
82/03/30 1520 H-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV
	




02/03/10 1850 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOE2HHAYA 2J NP 89 CENTRAL A EROLOGIC A L OHS
82/D3/10 1900 T 1-0124 UNITED STATES WALLO-S ISLAND DA HE 2J CX 76 SCXMD LI Yr°.J.
NP
XPCA




-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP IT CENTR A L AEROLOGICAL OBS
82/03/12 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV (SNIP) 2J NP 75 CENTRAL A EROLOGICA L DES(.4	 545
	
79	 ODE)
82/03/12 1825 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 91 CENTR AL AEROLOGICAL OHS
(44	 505	 79	 DOE)
82/D3/12 1900 T 1-0126 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CX 79 SCHMIDLTNr F.J.
NP
XN@
82/03/13 1903 T 1-0127 UNITED STA TES WALLOPS ISLAND OA ZC 2J CX 61 SCHMIOLINrF.J.
NP
XPCA
62/03/14 OB40 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 91 CENTR A L AEROLOGICAL OHS
(42	 53S	 70	 ODE)
82/03/14 1901 T 1-0128, UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CX 61 SCHMIDLIN.F.J.
NP
XPCA
82/03/15 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. XOROLEV
	
(SHIP) 2J NP 93 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
(39 375
	 70	 DOE)
SZ/03/15 1900 T 1-0129 UNITED STA TES WALLOPS ISLAND 0A 2C 2J CX 74 SLH4I3LI4.-.J.
NP
XPCA
• 82/03/16 0510 AAF-9C-001 CANADA FONT CHURCHILL 10 1C 3C 4B OCOX 3 -3RSYTH.F.A.







82/03/16 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV
	
(SHIP) 2J NP 63 :ENT¢4L AEROLOGICAL OHS(34	 HAS	 70	 DOE)
82/03/16 1900 T 1-0130 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CX 76 SCHMIDLINrF.J.
NP
XPCA
82/03/16 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
62/D3/17 0200 M-106 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 91 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
'
82/03,'17 1420 X-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS Y
U.S.S.R. ,3
02/03/17 1920 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
02/03/17 '100 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 21 NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS(29	 43S	 70	 DOE)
82/03/17 1923 T 1-0131. UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 0A	 2C 2J CX 79 SCXHIDLIN.F.J.
NP
XPCA
62/03/18 1700 K-.100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV
	




82/03/18 1901 T 1-0132 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CM 60 SCHMIDLIN.F.J.
NP
XPCA
82/03/18 2005 N-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2J NP 90 CENTRAL 4EROLOSICAL ORS
82/03/19 1000 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV
	
(SHIP) 2J NP 91 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
920	 DOS	 70	 0051
82/03X9 1900 T 1-0133 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA ZC 2J CX 76 SCHMIDLINIF.J.
NP iXPCA
82/D3/20 1900 M-100 U.S.S.R. KORULEV
	
(SHIP) 24 NP 74 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
115 37S	 70	 OOEI
82/03/20 1900 T 1-0134 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CX 62 SC4MIDLIN.^.J.
NP
XPCA
82/03/21 1720 H-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 21 NP 91 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
(11 DDS	 70 DOE)
-























0@/03/21 1920 T 1-0288 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CA 61 SCHMIOLIN.F.J.
NP
XPCA
62/03/22 1924 T 1-0290 UN17CO STATES WALLOPS ISLAND CA 2C 2J CA 75 SCHMIOLIN.F.J.
NP
XPCA
62/03/22 2000 4. 100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV (SHIM 2J VP 09 CENTRAL AERBLOAIOAL OBS(05 20S	 70	 DOE$
02/03/23 1900 T 1-0291 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CA 78 SCMMIDLIN.F.J.
NP
XPCA
62/03123 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEI55 ISLAND 21 NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL GAS
62103/23 2127 P--230H UNITED KINGDOM SOUTH DIST 1C SUIT 132 GREER.R.G.H.
LLEWELLYN.E.J,
82/03/23 2148 P-- 232H UNITED KINGDOM SOUTH UIST 2G 3C LOLU 138 DICKINSOY.P.M.5.QKPH GREER.R.G.H.
XP YILLIAMS.E.R.
82103/23 2210 P--227H UNITED KINGDOM SOUTH UIST IC 2C SWGI 129 GREER.N.a.H.
KP YILLIAMS.E.R.
62/03/23 2257 P--229H UNITED KINGDOM SOUTH UIST lC SWOT 139 GREER.R.G.H.
YITT.G.
62/03/23 2312 P--231H UNITED KINGDOM SOUTH UIST IC SW01 131 GREERIR.G.H.
LLEWELLYNC.J.
22/03/23 2320 F--228H UNITED KINGDOM SOUTH UIST 1C SWOT 127 GREER.R.G.H.
XP YILLIANS.E.R.
82/03/23 2355 P--234H UNITED KINGDOM SOUTH UIST 2C 2G 3C LOLU 129 DICKINSON.P.H.G.
OKPM GREE3.R.3.4.
XP NILLIAMS.E.R.
82/01/24 0150 M-300 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
62/03/24 0700 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 08 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
82/03/24 1040 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 07 CENTRAL AEROLa5l1AL 095
E2/03/24 1400 M -100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS
U.S.S.R.
02/03/24 1420 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEZHNAYA 2J NP 79 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS
X2/03/24 1901 T 1 -0292 UNITED STAT E S WALLOPS ISLA49 OA 2C 2J CA 74 SCHK"LIV.=.J.
NP
XPCA





62/03125 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
62/03/27 1600 M-1 DO U.S.S.R. KORGLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(05
	 DOS	 90	 DOE)




02/03/29 1630 M-1.00 U.S.S.R. KOROLCV	 (SHIP) 21 'NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS(DD	 00N	 90	 DOE)
02/03/29 1735 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV (SHIP) 2J NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOSICAL DOS(OO	 DON	 90	 DOE)
62/03/29 1405 T 1-0283 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J HP 75 SCHMIOLIN.F.J,
NP
82/03/29 3457 T 1-0293 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND CA 2C 2J CA 71 SCHNISLIV.F.J.
NP
XPCA
82/03/29 3600 M-100 U.S.S.R. KORGLEV (SHIP) 21 NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 095
103	 DON	 90	 DOE)
82/03/29 1730 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS(03	 DON	 90 Oa E)
82/03/30 1330 T 1-0294 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J HP 97 SCHMIDLIN.F.J.
NP
02103/30 1420 T 1-0297 UNITED STATES VALLDPS ISLAND OA 2C 2J CA 65 SCHMIDLIN.F.J.
NP
XPCA
82/03/30 2005 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS
62/03/31
_
0140 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 81 CENTHAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
82/03131 0400 M-1 aD U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 79 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS82/03131 1400 M-100
A
INDIA7.S.S THUM9A 2J NP AS [ENTAIL AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
2/03/31 1430 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOOEIA 21 NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS






	 (SNP'. 2J HP 60 CENTRAL dEROg OLO91G7CAL 085
<53	 OON	 35	 OOY)
02/04/07 1900 M-100 ZMDIA TNU MBA 21 NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBSSU.S.S.R.
82/04/07 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. OLGO	 A 2J NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OAS82/04107 1890 M-100 U .S.S.R.
V
VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 03 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS02/04/07 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. OLGOER NAPA 21 NP 04 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS82/04/07 1940 M-100 .S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 06 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
82/09/03 0800 MM p-06 U.S.S.R.
MUSS
MUSS	 <SX 2J NP 50 CENTRAL 4EROLOG[PL 099(5]	 DON
	 35	 OOY)DO	 35
82/04/14 0730 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEI55 ISLAND 2J NP 63 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL
82/04/14 0330 'M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 67 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL
0 a
DOS82104/:4 1400 M	 OOZ INDIA
INDIA HUKBA
7HV K8A 2J NP 62 CENTRAL RERD LD GICOL 09.5
U.S.S.R.





53 DO	 PI(SHI ) 2J NP HB _NTi4L Ac ROLO+'I2A1. 009
(S3 DON	 35 OOW)
2/04/19 0800 M-1'.00 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 21 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
62/04/19 0900 N -100 U.S.S.R. HEISS ISLAND 2 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
92/04/20 1559 FLIGHT }aT UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 2G0 OOAO 61 NEED.E.I.
T 1-00X9
82/04/20 1601 FLIGHT 308 UNITED STATES UAL LOPS ISLAND 26 DOdC 65 REED. E.I.00
T 1-awl





















82/04/20 1646 FLIGHT 309 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 2G GOAC 66 REED, C. 1.1 1-0072
82/04120 1717 FLIGHT 310 UNITED STATES W AL LOPS ISLAND 26 OOAC 63 REEntE.I.1 1-0073
82/04/20 2100 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J 14F 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DES82/04121 0700 MKR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON	 (sli p ) 21 NF 53 CENTRAL ACPOLOal-AL OBS(53	 OON	 35 DOW)
821D4/21 0800 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
82104121 1100 M-100 IKDIA THUKBA zi NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOSU.S.S.R.
82/04i21 1400 M-100 '4S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS82iO4123 0700 MMR-06 -.S.S.R. MUSSON	 (SHIP) 2J NP 59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(53	 BON	 35	 DOW)
82/04/27 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. REISS ISLAND 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 05382/04120 1000 M-200 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 92 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
82/04/28 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
U.S.S.R.
1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODE-ZHNAYA 2J MR 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS2/04/2:
02/04 /28 1730 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 93 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
82/04/28 11 , 10 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2j NP 93 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
82/D4/28 2140 P-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J UP 67 :'ITR A L %EROLG3=AL ORS
02104/30 0700 KMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSSON	 (SHIP) 21 NP 59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(53	 BON	 35	 DOW)
82/05103 0600 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. PASSAT	 (SHIP) 2J 4P 56 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS
( 53	 OON	 35	 law)82/05/03 0700 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. MUSS N	 SHIP, .1 NP 59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS(50 DON	 25 000
82/05/03 0740 M-100 U.S.S.R. REISS ISLAND 21 UP 84 --NTRA L AEROLOGICAL OBS
82/05/05 0250 M-100 U. S.S . R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 65 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
62/05/05 0600 MMR-06 U. S.S.R . PASSAT	 (SHIP) 21 NP 57 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On(53	 DON	 35	 DOW)
. 2 /05/05 1400 M-100 INDIA TWMBA 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROL05IZAL On
U.S.S.R.
82/05/05 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
82105107 0530 M-100 U.S.S.R. REISS ISLAND zi NP 66 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
42/05/07 0700 MMR-06 U. S. S. R. PASSAT (SHIP) 2J NP 60 CENTRAL A E ROLOGICAL DES(53	
OON35 O'W'82/05/07 0800 M-lao U.S.S.R. EISS ISL A ND 11 NP 90 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
82/05/10 0700 MMR-06 U. S.S. R. PASSAT	 ISHIP) 21 MP 55 ]EN T1 A L AEROLOGICAL DES
153	 DUN	 35	 DOW)
82/05/11 2000 K-100 U.S.S.R. REISS ISLAND 2J NP 64 CENTR A L AEROLOGICAL OSS
8 2/ 05/12 0700 MMR-06 U. S.S. R. PASSAT (SHIP) 21 NP 56 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
(53	 DOM	 35 DOW)
82105112 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
U.S.S.R.
82/05112 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOD:ZHNAYA 21 NP 85 CENTRAL AEROLOGIC A L OBS
82/05/13 1100 M-1 00 U. S. S. R. VOLGOGRAD 2j NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
82"5/14 0700 MHR-06 U.S.S.R. PASSAT (SHIP) 21 NP 62 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS(53	 oom	 35	 DOW)
82/05117 0700 MHR-06 U.S.S.R. PASSAT	 (SHIP) 2J 'P 61 CENTRAL AERCLOGIC A L On
153 BON	 35 DOW)
82/05116 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. HEISE ISLAND 21 NP 92 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
82/05/19 1420 M-100 U.S.S.R. ROL ODE ZMKAY A 2d NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
4 2/05/19 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J Up 86 C ENTRAL 4EROLOSI-AL OBS
82/05/19 2000 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 83 CENTRAL ACROLOCICAL OBS
82/05/20 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 81 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
U.S.S.R.
82/05121 0700 "MR-06 U.S .S.R. PASSAT	 (SHIP) 2J VP AD CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On(53	 BON	 35 DOW)
82/05/24 0700 MMR-06 U . S.S.R. PASSAT ISH IP I 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AEROLOGIC A L On
153	 BON	 35	 Dow,
82/05/24 1700 T 1-0298 ON1750 STATES W AL LOPS ISLA40 DA 2C 2J Cx 61 SCHMIOLTN,-.J.
NP
XPCA
82/05/26 0700 MMR-06 U.P.S.R. PASSAT	 (SHIP) 2j NP 59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
153 GDN	 35 Dow)
62105126 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA zi NP Al CENTRAL AEROLOGIC A L On
U.S.S.R.
82/05/26 1400 H-100 U .S.S. R. MOLOD C ZH N AY A 21 NP E4 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
82105/28 1517 A24.609-03 UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS OC	 IC 7B TO OHVP 236 lUFF4AN,R.E.




82/05/30 1930 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV (SHIP) 21 NP 79 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS
100 DON	 90 00 E1
02/05/30 2045 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHI R SH OV (SHIP) 2J NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
(01	 OON	 85	 DOE)
82/05/31 2030 X-100 U.5.5. R. SHIRSHOV (SH IF ) 2J NP 80 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On
101	 DUN	 86 DOE)
82/06/01 1200 M-100 U.S.S.R. SH IR VI OV (SHIP) 2d NP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL On(01	 BON	 8300E)
82/06/01 2000 M-100 U.S^S .R. REISS ISLAND 2J NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DES
62106102 1400 M-100 INDIA THUMBA 21 UP 84 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OnU.S.S.R.
82/06/02 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. HOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AERGLO TI ZAL OBS
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82/06/04 0220 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOL GOGRAD 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
82f06/Ot 1400 M-100 U. S. S. R. MOLODEZHNAYA 2J NP 81 C=NTRAL A = ROLOSI : AL On
---------------- —
.IDENTIFIES LAUNCHINGS THAT -AILED TO RETURN USEFJL DATA.
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ARTIFICIAL !ARTH SATBLLIT~3 AND SPACE PROBES 
The aua.ary of .etellite and .pac. probe launchinqa that follow. wa. 
co~iled frOM infor.ation received fro. •• veral .ource.. primary .ource. of 
information were contained in the national launching announcement. and the 
report. of .atellit~ and .pace probe launchinqa. Thi. information wa • 
• ubaitted to the Int.rnational Ur.igra. and WOrld Day. Service (iuwd.) and to 
the World Data Center. in accordance with the revi.ed CO~PAR r.ulde to Roc*et 
and Satelllte Informatlon and ~ta !~chanqe, adopted at the XVlh Pl.nary 
Me.tinqa of COSPAR, Madrid, May 1972 (COSPAR Transactlons, No. S), the for.ar 
var.ion wa. publi.hed a. part I of COSPAR Transactlons, No.4, in Dacember 
1967. The.e announcement. and r.port. are publi.hed every month in the 
SPACIWARN Bulletln. Additionel information wa. o3tained from the Ta~le of 
Artlflclal ~rth satellltes, publi.hed by the Royal Aircraft E.tabli.hment, 
Farnborough, Hant., England. Raque.t. for information on the availability of 
the SPACIWARN Bulletln .hould be directed to the following addre •• , 
iuwd. World Warning Ag.ncy for Set.llite. 
World Data Cent.r A for Rock.t. and Setellit •• 
Goddard Space Flight Cent.r 
Cod. 601 
Gr.enbelt, Maryland 20771 
U.S.A. 
A r.port on the U.S •• ci.ntific .at.llit. Solar M •• o.phere Explor.r (SMI) i • 
• hown in Figur. 2. Thi •• ampl. illu.trat.. the type of information in .uch 
report.. Mor. d.tailed narrative d •• cription. ar •• ubmitt.d to COSPAR and 
publi.h.d in COSPAR Informatlon 8ullatln wh.n information on .pac.craft 
.xp.riment. i. availabl •• 
The entri.. in thi. .ummary ar. for .at.llit •• and .pac. probe. launch.d 
during the period January 1, 1978, to Dec.mber 31, 1982. Th. information i. 
arranged .equ.ntially by launch dat.. Apoap.i. and periap.i •• ntri •• ar. giv.n 
in kilometer •• xc.pt tho.. for .at.llit •• and .pac. probe. with h.lioc.ntric 
orbit., which ar. in a.tronomical unit.. P.rioda ar. giv.n ~ n minut ••• xc.pt 
for the .ntri •• for .at.llit •• and .pac. probes with h.lioc.ntric orbit., which 
ar. giv.n in day.. All inclinations are in d.gr.... Int.rnational organ!.za-
tiona ar. included und.r the country h.ading. An R aft.r the name of a country 
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Th. Solar Me.o.phere Explor.r (SME} mi •• ion objective wa. to under.tand what 
phy.ical phenOM.na cau •• chang •• in the den.ity and di.tribution of the Earth'. 
ozone. Specific mi •• ion objectiv •• were (1) to und.r.tand the nature and 
magnitude of chang •• in me.o.ph.ric ozone d.n.iti •• that ar. the re.ult of 
chang •• in 801ar ultraviol.t flux, (2) to und.r.tand the r.lation.hip betw •• n 
.ol.r flux. ozon., and the temp.r.tur. of the me.o.ph.r., (3) to und.r.tand the 
r.l.tion.hip betwe.n me80sph.ric ozone .nd w.t.r vapor, (4) to .tudy the 
.tmo.ph.r. ozone chemi.try following .olar proton event., (5) to und.r.tand the 
.tability of ozone again.t chang •• ot any kind in me.o.ph.ric condition., and 
(6) to .xt.nd any incr •••• in und.r.tanding ot ths me.o.ph.r. into the 
.trato.ph.r.. Th ••• obj.ctiv •• were .ccOMpli.h.d by measuring ozone param.tsr • 
• nd the proc..... in the mesosph.r. .nd upper str.to.phere th.t d.t.rmin. th.ir 
v.lu... Simult.n.ou. me •• urements were mad. ot ozon., the .ol.r ultr.violet 
r.di.tion that produce •• nd de.troy. it, .nd the amount of wat.r v.por .nd 
nitrogen dioxide whoss photodis.oci.ti~n product. caus. c.t.lytic d.struction 
ot ozone. Temper.turs .nd pr ••• ur. were .1.0 me.sured. Th ••• t.llit. 
expert-.nt complement con.ist.d ot •• ol.r ultr.viol.t .pectromet.r, .n ozone 
UV .pectromet.r, an intr.red r.diomet.r, .n intr.r.d s~ctrom.t.r, .nd • 
nitrogen dioxide spectrom.t.r. In .ddition, • sol.~ proton al.rm mech.nism w •• 
c.rri.d to me •• ur. the integr.t.d solar tlux in the r.nge 30-500 M.V. Spin 
.tabilized .t .bout 5 rpm, the s.t.llit. mov.d 1n • 3 •• m. - 3 p.m • 
• un-.ynchronou. orbit. Th. spin .xi. w •• orient.d normal to the orbit.l pl.n. 
in the dat.-taking mud.. A magn.tic control .y.tem maint.in.d the .ttitud. ot 
the .pin axi. to within plus or minu. 1 deg pitch .nd plu. or minus 2 d.g yaw, 
.nd w •• not u •• d during dat.-t.king perioda. Th.r. w.s a •• parat •• pi n rat. 
control. Th. command .y.tem wa. capabl. of .x.cuting .ith.r discr.te or mod.l 
command. in r.al time or from stor.d program control. Pow.r waa suppli.d by a 
.olar c.ll array. The t.lem.try .y.tem was PCM and could be u •• d .ith.r in 
re.l ti.e or in a tape-r.corder mod •• 
Physical Ch.racteristic. 
Th. spacecr.tt shape wa. that of • cylind.r approxim.t.ly 1.7. long and 1.25 • 
in diam.t.r. Th. b ••• module hou •• d all epac.cr.tt sub.yst •••• xc.pt the 
sci.ntific payload and dat •• torag.. Th. obs.rvatory module containing the 
.ci.ntific in.trum.nt., ••• ociat.d .ngin •• ring •• nsors, .nd the ~ata .torag • 
• y.tem wa •• tt.ched a •• n assembly to the baae modul •• 
Tran •• itters 
Telem.try frequency was 2287.5 MHz at 5 W. 




SAMPLE SATELLITE OR SPACE PROBE LAUNCHING REPORT 
(Continu.d) 
Obj.ctiv •• 
1 • !IV Ozon.. To .... ur. 
ozone .b.orption of 
Rayl.i9h-.c.tt.r.d 
.unli9ht in the aiddl. 
ultr.viol.t r.gion 
2. Infr.r.d Radioa.t.r. To 
d.t.rain •• ltitud.-mixing 
r.tio profile. for wat.r 
and ozone from th.rmal 
.ai •• ion. 
3. 1.27 Microa.t.r Airqlow. 
To obt.in limb-.c.nning 
ma •• ur ... nt. of 1. 27 ~m 
.irglow in 50- to 90-ka 
.ltitud. r.ng •• nd 
hydroxyl emi •• ion 
b.twe.n 0.9 and 2.4 ~m 
4. Vi.ible Nitroq.n Dioxid •• 
To .... ur. di.tribul ,on 
of N02 in the 20- t~ 
40-ka r.gion 
5. Solar !IV Moni tor. 
To ~nitor incoming .ol.r 
r.di.tion to d.t.rmin. 


















Princip.l Inv •• tig.tor. 
and In.titution. 
C. A. Barth 
univ.~.ity of Col or.do 
Bould.r, Color.do 
C. A. Barth 
Univer.ity of Color.do 
Bould.r, Color.do 
C. A. Barth 
univar.ity of Color.do 
Bould.r, Color.do 
C. A. Barth 
Univer.ity of Color.do 
Boulder, Color.do 
C. A. Barth 
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APOAPSIS PERIAPSIS INCLINATION PERI03
404. 209. 72.9 90.3
40165. 642. 62.B 726.
514. 178. 64.9 89.7
35249. 173. 26.3 620:
1219. 205. 72.9 89.7
454. 432. 65. 93.3
424. 207. 72.9 90.5
40662. 770. 62.8 736.2
40651. $40. 820 1361
659. 624. 81.2 97.4
291.5 251. 51.6 89.6
39749. 605. 62.9 717.7
403. 209. 72.9 90.3
1041. 967. 82.9 105.
34834. 169. 23.8 614.9
1025. 982. 83. 105.
39130. 25D. 63.8 697.4
300. 229. 12.8 09.8
1464. 1391. 74.0 114.4
1490. 1415. 73.8 115.1
1452. 1412. 74.2 114.5
1461. 1410. 74.0 114.6
1459. 1414. 74.0 114.6
1452. 1372. 74.0 114.1
1454. 1404. 74.0 114.4
1455. 1392. 73.7 114.3
197390. 980. 65.0 5689.
35859. 35059. 0.1 1439.9
363. 169. 67.1 89.8
410. 207. 72.9 90.4
40784. 485. 62.5 736.
1976. 411. 83. 109.1
265. 222. 82.3 89.
371. 178. 64.9 89.3
1000. 1000. 65.8 105.
299. 188. 51.6 69.1
684. 635. 81.2 97.6
40801. 454. 62.9 736.
1026. 316. 66. 98.
520. 475. 74. 94.5
35824. 223. 2B.6 636.
1024. 975. 82.9 105.
403. 208. 72.9 90.3
292. 2D2. 64.9 89.2
39540. 611. fi2.B 709.
603. 548. 31.3 96.2.
36519.5 $52..8 20.9 652.3
336. 130. 96.4 89.3
1500. 1450. 74. 115.
1500. 1450. 74. 115.
1500. 1450. 74. 115.
1500. 1450. 74. 115.
1500. 1450. 74. 115.
1500. 1450. 74. 155.
1500. 1450. 74. 115.
331. 250. $1.5 9D.1
1032. 323. 65.8 98.
35527. 35463. 1.9 1421.2
403. 215. 70.4 90.4
36590. 36590. 0.4 1477.
450.7 435.2 65. 93.3
321. 271. 51.63 9D.3
40655. 641. 62.9 736.
40170. 615. 62.8 710.
418. 207. 72.9 90.4
1988. 403. 83. 109.
245. 237. 40.4 89.2
411. 216. 70.4 90.5
317. 210. 72.9 09.4
278. 259. 65. 09.65
26068. 250. 63.8 697.
210. 200. 51.6 89.
391. 217. 70.4 90.3
833. 797. 74. SOD.9
307. 260. 51.6 90.1
904. 868. 81.3 102.5
937. 354. 90.2 97.7
37D. 180. 64.9 89.7
670. 628. 81.2 97.5
403. 217. 70.4 90.4
2T7. 221. 02.3 99.2
35769. 35115. 0.32 1434.
35960. 172. 24.1 631.9
418. 196. 46.3 90.5
]06. 183. 07.2 04.8
L837. 983. 83. 104.9
90237. 471. 62.8 736.





35903. 35551• 0.2 1435.1




40640. 645. 62.0 736.
33636. 35835. 0.4 1426.
385. 218. 708 90.3
312. 222. 02.3 89.5
r ^'
COSPAR
DESIGNATION SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY
1980-08AA COSMOS 1216 U. S. S. R.
1960-085A COSMOS 1217 U. S. S. R.
1900-0864. COSMOS 1218 U. S. 5. R.
1960-087A FLEETSATCDM 4 UNITED STATES
1980-OBBA COSMOS 1219 U.S.S.R.
1980-0391 COSMOS 1220 U.S.S.R.
198D-0908 COSMOS 1221 U.S.S.R.
1900-091A 53S-A UNITED STATES
1980-092, MOLNIYA 1 COD-092A) U.S.S.R.
1980-093A COSMOS 1222 U.S.S.R.
1.980-094A SOYUZ T-3 U.S.S.R.
1980-0954 COSMOS 1223 U.S.S.R.
1980-096A COSMOS 1224 U.S.S.R.
1980-097A COSMOS	 1225 U.S.S.R.
1980-098A 1RTELSAT V F-2 UNITED STATES
1980-099A COSMOS 1226 U.S.S.R.
1980-1004 1980-100. UNITED STATES
1980-1011. COSMOS 1227 U.S.S.R.
1980-102A COSMOS 1228 U.S.S.R.
1980-1020 COSMOS 1229 U.S.S.R.
1980-IOZC COSMOS 1230 U.S.S.R.
1900-1020 COSMOS1231 U.S.S.R.
1960-102E COSMOS 1.232 U.S.S.R.
1980-102F COSMOS 1233 U.S.S.R.
1980-1026 COSMOS 1234 U.S.S.R.
1980-1024 COSMOS 1235 U.S.S.R.
1980-103A PROGNOZ 8 U.S.S.R.
1980-10.A EMRAN 1224 U.S.S.R.
1960-IOSA COSMOS 1236 U.S.S.R.
1981-0014 COSMOS 1237 U.S.S.R.
1981-O02A MOLNIYA 3 (BI-002A) U.S.S.R.
1981-003A COSMOS 1236 U.S.S.R.
1901-004A COSMOS 1239 U.S.S.R.
1981-GOSA COSMOS 1240 U.S.S.R.
1981-006A COSMOS 1241 U.S.S.R.
1981-007A PROGRESS 12 U.S.S.R.
1981-OOBA COSMOS 1242 U.S.S.R.
1981-009A MOLNIYA	 1181-009A) U.S.S.R.
1961-010A COSMOS 12.3 U.S.S.R.
1961-013A INTERCOSMOS 21
1981-012, ITS 4 JAPAN
1983-013A •OSXOS 124. U.S.S.R.
1961-0146 COSBDS 1245 U.S.S.R.
1961-0154 COSMOS 1246 U. S. S. R.
1901-016A COSMOS 1247 U.S.S.R.
1981-D17A HINOTORI JAPAN
1961-018A COMSTAR 4 UNITEO STATES
1981-019. 1981-019A UNITE) STATES
1981-0223 COSMOS 1251 U.S.S.R.
1981-0220 COSMOS LZ52 U.S.S.R.
1981-0220 COSMOS 1253 U.S.S.R.
1981-02ZE COSMOS 1254 U.S.S.R.
1981-022F COSMOS 1255 U.S.S.R.
1981-0226 COSMOS 1256 U.S.S.R.
1901-0224 COSMOS 1251 U.S.S.R.
19BI-023A SOYUZ T-4 U.S.S.R.
1981-024A COSMOS 1258 U.S.S.R.
1981-025A 1981-0254 UNITED STATES
1991-026A COSMOS 1259 U.S.S.R.
1981-027A AADUGA	 181-027AI U.S.S.R.
1981-028A COSMOS 1260 U.S.S.R.
1981-029. SOYUZ 39 U.S.S.R.
1981-030A MOLNIYA 3 tBI-030A) U.S.S.R.
1.981-031A COSMOS 1261 U.S.S.R.
1961-032A COSMOS1.262 U.S.S.R.
1981-033A COSMOS 1253 U.S.S.R.
1961-034A STS'-1 UNITED STATES
1981-035A COSMOS 126. U.S.S.R.
1961-036A COSMOS 1.265 U.S. S. R.
1991-037A COSMOS 1256 U.S.S.R.
1981-OISA 1901-0384 UNITED STATES
19B1-039A COSMOS 1267 U.S.S.R.
1981-040A COSMOS	 1260 U.S.S.R.
1981-041A COSMOS 1269 U.S.S.R.
1961-042A SOTUI 40 U.S.S.R.
1981-043A METEOR 2 (81-043A) U.S.S.R.
1981-.044A 1901-044A UNITED STATIS
1961-.005A COSMOS 1210 U.S.S.R.
1581-C46A COSMOS 1271 U.S.S.R.
1981	 447A COSMOS 1272 U. S. S. F.
1981-048A COSMOS 1273 U.S.S.R.
1901-049A GOES 5 UNITED STATES
1901-050A INTELSAT 58 F-1 UNITED STATES
1981-DSlA ROHINA 2 INDIA
1981-052A COSMOS 1.274 U.S.S.R.
1981-053A COSMOS :2T5 U.S.S.R.
1983-054A MOLNIYA 3	 (61-054A) U. S. S. R.
1981-0554 COSMOS 1276 U.S.S.R.
1981-056A COSMOS 1277 U.S.S.R.
1981-051A NETEOSAT 2 INTERNATIONAL
1901-0579 APPLE INDIA
1901-058A COSMOS 1278 U.S.S.R.
1981-059A NOAA 7 UNITED STATES
1961-060A MOLNIYA 1	 (6I-060A) U.S.S.R.
1961-061A EMRAN U.E.S.R.
1981-0624 COSMOS 1219 U.S.S.R.
1981-062A COSMOS 1200 U.S.S.R.
LAUNCH	 EP3C4
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Appendix 1 - World Data Centera 
World Data Centers conduct international exchanqe of geophysical o~erva­
tions in ~~~ordance with the principles set forth by the International Council 
of Scientlfic Imions (ICSU). They wer4 established in 1957 by the Interna-
tional IG'! COaN. ttee (CSAGI) as part of the fundamental international planninq 
for an International Geophy.ical Year p.oqram. This proqram was to collect 
data from the numerou. and widespread IGY o~ervational programs and to ~ke 
such data readily acce.sihle to interested .cientista and scholara for an in-
definite period of ti... woe-A wae establiahed in the U.S.A., woe-B, in the 
U.S.S.R., and woe-C. in Weetern Jl!urope. \ustralia. and Japan. This new system 
for exchanging geophysical data was found to be very effective. dnd the opera-
tions of the World Data Centers were extended by ICSU on a continuing haais to 
other intarnational progra .. , the woes were under the superviaion of the 
Coaite Internationa! de Geophysique (CIG) for the period 1960 to 1967 and are 
now superviaed by the ICSU Panel on World Data Centers. 
The current plana for continued international eAchange of solar-
terreatrial data thr~gh the woee were aet forth in the ~TP Notes. No.6. and 
incorporated with alight modificationa in the Fourth Consolidated Guide to 
International Data ~xchange through the World Data Centres. publiahed in June 
1979 by the International Council of Scientif.ic Unionp (ICSU) panel on World 
Data Centers. 
Functiona and Reaponaibilities of woe. 
The World Data Centera collect data and publications for the followinq 
diaciplinea. Glaciology. Meteorology, Oceanoqraphy. Rocketa and Satellitea. 
Solar-Terrestrial Physica diaciplinea (Solar and Interplanetary Phenomena. 
Ionospheric Phenomena, Flare Associated Eventa, Geomagnetic Phenomena. Aurora. 
Coamic Raya. Airglow). Solid-Earth Geophysics disciplines (Seiamology. Tsunam-
ia. Marine Geology and Geophyaica. Gravimetry. Earth Tides. Recent Movements 
of the Earth'a Crust. Rotation of the Earth. Maqnetic Measuru_nts, Paleomag-
netiam and Archeomagnetism, Volcanology. Geothermica). In planninq for the 
various scientific programs, deciaions on data exchange were made by the sci-
entific community throuqh the international acientific uniona and committees. 
In each discipHne the speciaHats themselvea determined the natur4 and form 
of data exchange. hased on their needa aa reeearch workers. Thus the type and 
amount of data in the woea differ from diacipline to discipline. 
The objects of establishing several World Data Centera for collectinq ob-
aervational data were (1) to ensure aqainat loas of data by the cataatrophic 
destruction of a single center, and (2) to meet the geographical convenience 
of. and provide easy communication for. workers in different parts of the 
world. Each woe ia reepon.ible for (1) endeavoring to collect a co~lete 
aet of data in the field or diacipline for which it ia responsible, (2) aafe-
keeping of the incoming data, and (3) correct copying and reproduction of 
data, maintaining adequate standards of clarity and durability, (4) supply-
ing copies to other woes of data not received directly, (5) preparation of 
11.-1 
I A '~' -
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cataloga of all data in its charge, an~ (6) making data in the woes a. ailahle 
to the scientific comnunity. The woes conduct their operation at no expense 
to ICSU or to the ICSU (amily of unions and committees. 
World Data Center A 
World nata Center A, for which the National Academy of Scienc~ 9 through 
the Geophysics Research Board (GRB) and its Committee on Data Interchange and 
Data Centers has overall responsibility, consists of the woe-A Coordination 
Office and seven subeenters at scl -ntific institutions in various parts of the 
United States. The GRB periodically reviews the activities of woe-A and has 
conduc ted several studies on the effectivene~s of the woe system. As a result 
of the.e reviews and studies, some of the suhcenters of woe-A have been relo-
cated so that they can serve the scientific community more effectively. 
The addresses of the woe-A subeenters and Coordination Office are ~iven in 
Appendix 2. ~ere are very clo.e connections between woe-A for Solar-
Terrestrial Physics and woe-A for Rockets an~ Satellites, which exchange 
solar-terrestrial geophysical data, for t.he convenience of users, data may be 
sent to one woe-A subeenter by way of the other. 
The data received by woe-A have been made available to the scientific 
community in the following ways . (1) reports containing data and results of 
experiments have been compiled, published, and widely distributed, (2) 
synoptic type data on cards, microfilm, or tables are available for use at the 
subcenters and for loan to scientists, and (3) copies of data and reports are 
provi ded upon reques t. 
A-2 
Appendix 2 - WDC-A Coordination Office and Subcenters 
World Data Center A consists of the Coordination Office 
and seven Subcenters . 
world Data Center A 
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2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
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U.S.A. 
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Rotation of the Earth. 
World Data Center A: Rotation 
of the Earth 
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Washington, D.C. 20390 
U.S.A. 
Telephone: (202) 653-1529 
Solar-Terrestrial Physics (Solar 
and Interplanetary Phenomena, 
Ionospheric Phenomena, Flare-
Associated Events, Geomagnetic 
Variations, Magnetospheric and 
Interplanetary Magnetic Phenomena, 
Aurora, Cosmic Ray .• , Airglow) . 
world Data ~enter A 
for Solar-Terrestrial Physics 
Environmental Data S~rvice, NOAA 
325 Broadway 
Boulder , Colorado 80303 
U.S.A. 
Telephone: (303) 497-6323 
Solid-Earth Geophysics (seismology, 
Tsunamis, Gravimetry, Earth Tides, 
Recent Movements of the Earth's 
Crust, Magnetic Measurements, 
Paleomagnetism and Archeomagnetism, 
Volcanology, Geothermics): 
World Data Center A 
for Solid-Earth Geophysics 
NOAA NGOC/NESDIS E/GCl 
325 Broadway 
Boulder, Colorado 80303 
U.S.A. 
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1. Communic.tion. r.g.rding data int.rch.ng. matt.r. in gen.r.l .nd the 
World Dat. c.,t.r A •• a whole .hould be .ddr •••• d to World Data Cent.r A. 
Coordin.tion Offic. (5 ••• ddr •••• bov.). 
2. Inquiri ••• nd communication. conc.rning data in .pacific disciplin •• 
nhould be addr ••• ~d to the .ppropri.t. .ubc.nt.r li.t.d abov •• 
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